LIST OF BIGGEST VIOLATIONS(solid proofs of genocide) CONDUCTED AGAINST ME BY
SLOVENIA, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, EUROPEAN UNION AND BY USA OWNED
UNITED NATIONS INCLUDE(include numerous others, but this are main issues there
were used):
BEFORE I EVEN GO ON....THERE ARE NUMEROUS EXISITNG VIDEOS AND OTHER
DOCUNMENTATION(either audio recordings or government issued documents) THAT
PROVE SEEN HERE http://ausertimes.blogspot.com.by/2016/09/about-man-whooverthrew-worlds.html AND WITH WHICH UNITED NATIONS AS WELL AS OTHER
ORGANISATIONS(human righst and governments) ARE VERY WELL FAMILIARIZED WITH,
AND DUE TO WHICH I AM HUSHED SO WE CAN AGAIN NEGOTIATE WITH WHAT IS SEEN
ABOVE...BEFORE WE EVEN GO ON, I HAVE TO INFORM YOU ALREADY THAT MY NAME IS
CONSTANTLY DELETED FROM INTERNET, VIEW COUNTERS AS WELL AS LIKE BUTTONS
ARE HUSHED(blocked), AND IT IS THIS VERY FACT ALONE(TOTAL DENIAL OF EXISTENCE)
THAT GIVES YOU THE RIGHT TO RE-DEMAND SEEN BELLOW.....https://goo.gl/bdw6Ic or
http://bit.do/drKtc OR http://ow.ly/IcuV30bI0wP

1) Over 30.000 job applications which

I have submitted(25.000 in US alone) were declined to me
by potential emplyers on two continents(in no less than 9 cuntries = USA, Slovenia, Austria, Germany,
Sweden, Norway, Hunagry, Canada, Belgium) between years 2006 and 2017 !!!

2) Pre emplyment psychological evaluations(so called tests and it was over 600 of them) were used
to psychoogically torture me and to modify one's mind !!! Because upon sucessful completition of
each and everyone of those, no emplyment was ever granted to me(was told by well situated/educated
home visitors, neighbors, teachers, and even school mates already since age 14 that there will be no
future for me) !!!

3) Forced unemplyment started in USA gradually while in Slovenia upon completion of schools for
maintenance mechanic(vzdrzevalec vozil in strojev) and mechanical engineering techincian(strojni
tehnik), I was told that no job will be ever available to me in Slovenia and it is how I left to US when
23 years old. In United States of America, Forced unemplyment was implemented against me
gradually(it first started with abuse known as denial of the right to obtain emplyment within fields
of my two professionas or on level as educated for and have systematically extended itself to
prolenghtened periods of unemplyment...thus leaving me with each forced unemplyment period more
and more exposed to optenatial state claims/justifications per how I am more and more unsuitable for
work)...US Government have this way economically ruined and socially isolated me. I was not capable
to match anywhere even near the desired racial dating criteria according to my taste and was
complelled to date ugglier than ugly "minorities". THIS IS THE DEFINITION OF WHITE
GENOCIDE !!! MULTCULURALISM = TERRORISM !!!
When leaving to US at age 23, Slovenian government(via local police) have told me in the face that I
will not be allowed to stay in USA and in case I would stay there that they will kill me. Since I
insisted on leaving to USA, they have threatened me with death if not return immediately to Slovenia

upon completion of contract aboard the ship(Celebrity Cruises ship Meridian)....Neighbor doctor Igor
Kotar and doctor Balazic have acknowledged me when leaving to USA in 1994 as insane and local
hospital in Novo mesto have acted against me by refusing to issue me health certificate for work
aboard the cruise line ship on behalf of this two “doctors” and state. I got one instead in Austrian
Salzburg(this is how insane Slovenia was and still is). US Immigration officer told me during my
innitial meeting for residence application in US after I got married to US citizen that I will not be
allowed to stay in USA because they want me back home....when I asked him who, why, and how he
declined to answer my questions...I went further and have provocated(challanged) him issues per how
exactly is US Government going to prevent/stop me from staying in US(I was married to US citizen
and so no one could trully do anything about my legals staus in US - its why I pushed back on his
totally illgal gestures) on what he answered me that my life will be made impossible(I loughed at him
back because Slovenian state have caused me since my childhood unmatched evill - I was beaten up by
groups of 10/15 kids who were supervised by teachers on daily bases till age 16 on what I was tld that
due to amopunt of physical violence that I endured, I just wouldn't becapable to drive through my life)
via employment issues. Nothing really could be worse for me in US that what it was in Slovenian
hellhole(see my school grades in school index if you dispelieve this words - see how many grades I
have reicved and just how negative those were...). My father was used against me additionaly to
everything you have red here. He was and is psychopath(extremely dangerous maniac) who have not
only beaten me on daily bases to disburse his inability to handle on job stress, but have further life
threatened(place me on brink of death) on numerous occasions(from pointing rifle at me, pointing heyforks at me, waving oars/paddles with intention to kill me on fishing boat, attempting to strangle me
and all the way to placing me to mental hospital at latter age on behalf of Slovenian state to cover up
his criminality which he have performed on me throughout my childhood - man have have gone as far
as placing my mother knife under the throat during lunch...uncontrolled anger out bursts were frequent
and we were always guilty for everything he couldn't find...he attempted to place me in school at age
13/14 for mentally retarded kids to avoid liabilities for crimes committed against me...at my age 40,
lunatic Slovenian state, however, have given old maniac the right to decide about my faith under
mental health laws).

Local hospital in Novo mesto have under directive of Doctor Balazic(head of he hospital) even
declined to provide me with my health file after one was requested by local employer Renault in
2006(AGAIN and 12 years latter...during first medial examination in 1995, hospital have stolen my
money which I have paid them to have examination done and declined to perform one on my behalf) as
preemplyment condition.

This is just a school index and not “redovalnica”(class grades book) where I would have everything
scratched and up to three times as many grades as other schoolmates(most of the grades were negative
between lowest grade possible and second lowest grade). There were teacher who have also

physically assaulted me(not have they instructed daily groups of kids on me, but they have disbursed
their frustrations on me as well).

4) US Government have used forced unemplyment issues to also compell me in totally
uneceptable for normal person work schedulles(its how I have changed day for night and night for
day...was compelled into carcadium rhythm repeated work schedulle...two days morhing, next two days
in afternoon shift, and the next two overnight shifts...at times due to forced unemplyment and my being
ambiutions with idea to recupertate lost wages/time due to forced unemplyment, I have fopund myself
working even 24 hours straight !!!). My career in US ended with my driving tractor trailer
througout continental USA(sleeping in truck for two months at the time and eating cans). Jobs(desired)
for which I have passed entry exams(police jobs, border patrol jobs, corrections, FBI, CIA etc. were
declined to me based on totally unfunded lies...after pasing entry examinations for such jobs and
enduruing even above mentioned irregular work schedulles for positions which were used according to
law enforcement agencies as added potential credibilities to my applications, I was even fired when
time was due to get emplyment at above mentioned agencies - CLICK TEXT FOR MIAMI DADE
LETTER). US Government have used employment to ruin not only my economic well being(wealth),
but also health !!! Idea was to systematically kill me.

My scores for entry in police and university in US were highest possible. 12.9 out of 12.9
possible(given 12.9 highest score possible) as seen here.

5) US Government have compelled me into short lasting jobs where harassed and discriminated

to afterwards use those to suggest me job instability issues and to compel me in listing all previous
employers when applying for new jobs on each submitted application. US Government have used
government advertised work positions for which I have applied for, not only to squeeze from me
money for exams and everything stated above, but also to instill in me complete obedience when
applying for other non government related positions(LIST ALL YOUR PREVIOUS EMPLOYERS
WITH THEIR COMPLETE ADDRESSES, LOCATIONS WHERE YOU WORKED AND
DURATION OF THE TIME FOR EACH COMPANY YOU WORKED FOR, LIST ALL DATES OF
UNEMPLOYMENT, LIST ALL JOB RELATED INCIDENTS, LIST NAMES AND TELEPHONE
NUMBERS OF YOUR SUPERVISORS, LIST ALL YOUR LICENSES WITH NUMBERS, LIST
THREE PEOPLE THAT KNOW YOU AND GIVE THEIR TELEPHONE NUMBERS, LIST ALL
ADDRESSES/LOCATIONS WHERE YOU HAVE PREVIOUS RESIDED). US Government might
altered listed job application requirements as seen here, but those were present on each and every
application I have submitted between years 1995 and 2010 !!! Try to do this 25.000 times(its different
in Europe since EU politicians don't want Europeans to face entirely with American reality since they
fear of revolt – job applications here are much more human) and lets see where your head stands my
friend...I was forced to list(either write down with pen or via computer) probably 12 employers on each
of those applications just to be rejected(denied employment). FACT IS THAT UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA EMPLOYMENT SYSTEM IS INTERNET CONNECTED AND EVERY POTENTIAL
EMPLOYER HAVE AL THE DATA ON YOU(your social security number tells it all).

6) US Government didn't only made my education impossible with constant employment
issues(either work schedules or unemployment), but have also made efforts to prevent from obtaining
officially accredited university knowledge. Forget about financial aid, try to study when you supposed
to be at work and vice-versa.

7) US Government denied me assistance of any kind and have used co-workers to suggest me that
it is unethical to claim unemployment benefits from state because those hurt employer. US Government
have used this option on every job I attended in USA . I was never ever granted unemployment
compensation in USA or low income housing assistance.

8) US Government have suspended(canceled) the only license that one have assisted me with based
on classic criminal alibi or how by State licensed and by state employed inspector(EXAMINER) for
tractor trailer driving licenses was unlicensed at the time of the examination(US Government have also
claimed that they paid $3000 for my ACDL license at the driving school which they have selected for
me to attend and which license became voided after two years due to what I have written here – they
have sent me the letter in which US Government have informed that my license is not even valid due to
here mentioned reasons). UNHEARD OFF IN THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD AND NOT ONLY
IN USA.

9) United States of America have assisted Slovenian state against me by engaging in MKULTRA
torture(Slovenian state which have committed numerous crimes against humanity in my case, have
upon my departure to US seek desperately assistance from other governments worldwide). US
Government have kept me basically in cage when in US and at the same time Slovenian state lied and
misrepresented facts to other countries worldwide of which many took totally baseless stand against me
due to my views which often were dismissive/rejecting and extremely insulting toward many white
nations I knew nothing about. Entire Europe became unofficially acquainted with my case and have
studied one – many governments and people even tried to help(despite lies about me) and I have

rejected/insulted(as much as I could) them due to what you read here. Nobody truly knew what was
going on other than Slovenia and USA. I have never ever complained about anything in my life till age
35(2007). MKULTRA is used to perform extreme physical and even more psychological torture on
individual which leaves individual angry, frustrated, irritated, disoriented, scared, panicked, humiliated,
with serious physical side effects due to quantity of drugs used(from cardio to brain problems), almost
guaranteed mental diseases(split personality, bi polar disorder, paranoia, schizophrenia, PTSD,
depression, trauma etc..), and with totally wrong view on situations that he/she is exposed to...because
victims are brainwashed with lies (pushed into situations/problems/views that involve their own
environment or potential future development during which about 30% are totally distorted –
psychiatrists anticipate that victim would comply with distorted/altered and forcefully embedded
thinking process in at least 10% in what they have attempted to instill in targeted individual...this 10%
proves on long run fatal for victim as distorted views from reality become only more distorted and
often turn into a daily reality in victim's ever day life)...there are numerous other issues that are
involved in health of one after being exposed to what you read here, but it sure is sad that Slovenian
government have lowered itself to a such a inhumane level together with America(land of the free
government by ZIONISTS and Israel). Sad to note that other European Union governments have also
complied in this type of practice. MKULTRA(including overseas abductions) torture lasted in my case
for entire 8 years(from 1997 to 2005).

10) Told to leave United States of America as a US citizen or be murdered(video recording can be
seen HERE). Told on so many occasions that I eventually managed to audio record scum one evening.
US Government have threaten to kill me even during internet job search(the photo of what popped up
before my eyes when job searching in Minnesota)...
http://ausertimes.blogspot.com.by/2017/05/we-dont-want-you-in-america-any-more-go.html Video can
be also seen at: http://dai.ly/x5lvzpd OR https://goo.gl/tWP7Aw OR https://goo.gl/m4JiQS OR
http://tinyurl.com/mkn4mqa

Not only what you have witnesses on movie or this photo taken during job search, but if at work or
stores(anywhere in social settings) if not told directly in face to go home to Europe as I am longer
wanted in US, I would have individuals engaging in indirect conversations around me that would
suggest for me to leave US and return in Europe...name of the song was “GO HOME, WE DON'T
WANT YOU IN USA ANY MORE” !!!

11) Not allowed to purchase property in US not as a first time buyer with excellent credit score
and with huge amount of saved cash as a down payment(I offered even %40 of the house price as a
down payment and was first time buyer in US and wouldn't approve me the credit based on forced
unemployment against which there was nothing I could do about). See movie for details and following
documents.

12) Not allowed to rent in US according to my preferences, but instead to compelled to either

share rooms with people who have previously even engaged against me in MKULTRA
procedures(talking about years 2008/2009/2010) and job situation was very same for those years. US
Government have compelled me in part time work during 2009 with Job Corps at Target Corporation in
Minneapolis – group of government related mob that are used to discriminate and harass targeted
population on job market. US Government have used room mates via forced unemployment to
anywhere steal money from me, damage my property, demanding from me to move out before lease
was over, compelling in stay with homosexuals(they tried with minorities), life threaten me, and even
suggest me to leave US as I am no longer welcome in US.

I have all other photos of contract on demand....

13) US Government have had landlords stealing money from me. From expensive pre lease
checks(where criminal records, your credit rating ,financial standings or possible debts, bankruptcies,
employment issues) to security deposits...over $1200 were stolen from me like this within 18 months
during 2008/2009 when in US...

In Chicago, landlord have stolen from me $350, in Minnesota landlord have stolen another $350+, and
you can see on movie what was going on with roommates...

14) US Government have constantly used Jehovah Witnesses to harass me during forced
unemployment... US Government have send them on my door time and again and have attempted to
even push me in matrimonial relationship with their members.

15) US Government have used forced employment to go as far as demanding from me to
relocate for work to other states on what no work was ever given. I have spent countless nights on
trains and buses in search for job after being promised by so called “employers” how one is waiting on
me either in Texas, in mids or end of the Florida etc...total madness. When compelled into truck
driving.

16) US Government have used trained workforce professional to harass me in different parts of
the world and not only in US. People who were trained Miami as a workforce professional(domestic
and international), were latter relocated to various locations throughout US and Europe and were used

to intimidate me when relocating throughout US or Europe. I was severely harassed by them in US
when asking for any kind of assistance in Chicago and Minneapolis(same individual that have harassed
me in Miami and who have initially suggested me to get onto truck driving career latter claimed in
Chicago that doesn't know me and how I have no right to any kinds of assistance...situation repeated
with individual in Minneapolis – It would no longer cross my mind to even friendly salute them
whenever doing job search at state employment agencies...this people have instead sadistically laughed
in my face and were making remarks etc...in Sweden, I have even audio recorded American CIA at
state personallnummer agency harassing and attempting to intimidate me when applying for personal
number....you can hear audio recording HERE). http://ausertimes.blogspot.com.by/2017/01/cia-audiorecorded-harassing-and_28.html

17) I was not allowed to even file for political asylum or was denied the right to obtain one when
applying for protection in Canada, Norway, Belgium, Germany, Sweden, Hungary, Ukraine...in fact I
was heavily humiliated/abused, financially damaged, and my life was placed at risk when applying for
one.
--Canada(2009) was left on the street without any financial assistance(was deliberately delayed) when
applying for one and almost killed when sleeping in the car at the shopping mall. I left Canada after
few days in fear for my life.
--Germany(2009) was told that I have no right to apply for political asylum because US is a safe state
and Slovenia of which citizen I am also is a European Union member state. European Union law
prohibits its population from exercising the right to apply for protection from their states in
another European Union member state. Criminal European Union governments(corrupt EU
politicians) protect one another from liabilities for crimes committed against native white population by
implementing(adhering to) mutual law as explained here. Obviously as a racially persecuted white
person, one will not search for protection in non white country.
--Belgium(same as Germany) is European Union state. No lodging was provided and I was faced with
Muslim gang when traveling at night from what should have been overnight shelter(was instead
dangerous overcrowded motel with loads of minorities standing in line and physically fighting with one
another outside) to main rail station...I have slept many nights on rail and bus stations since many of
this countries didn't provide even basic lodging...
--Sweden is where I was severely intimidated by border crossing police on train from Norway(they
suggested me indirectly possible hospitalization) if I would pursue with my intentions in Sweden.
--Norway(non EU member state) was the biggest violator of rights when applying for political asylum
there. I was threatened to escorted(deported) from Norway by Norwegian police back to Slovenia
in case I would dare to proceed with political asylum application. Since I did dare to be defiant
enough to proceed with political asylum application in their face regardless of threats, I was simply
thrown out on the street in the middle of the winter. Have reported brutality to Norwegian police in
Oslo, but nobody ever got back a hold with me. Coughing followed wherever I walked(would have
people coughing wherever I would go – on streets or stores). Slovenia and USA are both safe states is
what I was told.

--Hungary(2017) waw...Budapest government(not Viktor Orban who is patriot, but city of Budapest)
have gone as far as stealing my VW Polo for attempting to file political asylum in Hungary.
Budapest police demanded from me 20.000 forints via local towing company for what they claimed
was improperly parked car. If I would have paid hem for car, car would have been stolen again the very
next day since Ii have parked my car on FREE parking lot. My car was picked(selected) for towing
from probably thousand cars the same day I that I was declined the right to file for political asylum as a
retaliatory measure. Parking lot was/is monitored by video cameras by the city of Budapest and my
request to obtain video recording of vehicle removal was declined by Budapest police. Budapest police
have declined to provide me with video recording of location where my car was parked that day(I have
sent them video with exact location of parked vehicle) and have therefore admitted criminal act. Act as
described here is classified also as form of terrorism(blackmailing etc.). I have no words in respect to
this incident...my car gone for ever because I searched for basic protection in Hungary. Just like in
Germany, was told by Hungarian government that I have no right to file for political asylum since
Slovenia is just like Hungary a European Union member state.
--Ukraine is split(polarized) by Ukrainian politicians who profit from conflict between Russia and
Ukraine. Therefore, in no way could my political action against US be successfully exercised on such
territory and it would be in no way fair from me to exercise one since many Ukrainian people feel that
US is their ally. I have had American profiteers literary meeting me on streets of Lviv to suggest me
that I am rat(spy) !!! This were same people who have earlier met me in Miami. People who in reality
profit from conflict and do not care nor about Ukrainian people and nor about me or American people
who battle(die) for freedom of speech and for whom they claim will help Ukraine with conflict !!!

18) US Government and Slovenia have both used on me ECT methods( to erase certain
information after performing MKULTRA) on me or was harassed severely(threatened – intimidated) in
person.

19) At age 9, Slovenian government begun to inject me with physical growth retardation
vaccines which would as a result leave me(for each treatment) semi retarded for duration up to 14
days(I would have trouble with vision and with mental process). My schoolmates were horrified and
some even cried after observing this types of treatments on their schoolmate. Slovenia have also
attempted to push forward in my childhood schoolmates against me an idea that would relate me to
some sort(any sort) abnormality(hyperactivity etc.) for which they could testify against me to get
removed from education process(they questioned kids if they feel my having any type of abnormality
that they could relate me with, but kids openly declined teachers' gestures) in elementary school(they
started with this in 4th grade with highest grades ranking students).

20) Slovenia begun to harass me with psychologists already at age 9 when I had to pay
obligatory visitations to school psychologists due to what teachers claimed were low grades(was
physically faced/attacked on daily bases with mob group of 10-15 kids who were instructed and
supervised in physical confrontations with me by teachers and at home by deranged/mad father and my
grades were questionable to “teachers” ? Just waw...outstanding teachers is all I can
say)...psychologists, however, have determined each time(on every occasion) that absolutely nothing
was wrong with me and have begun to question teachers' conduct instead.

21) In 1998, US Government have together with United Nations and European Union
governments exercised extraordinary(overseas) abduction in Miami which lasted 3.5 months

during which I was severely intimidated(threatened) and harassed. When still in Miami(in what I
believe was Miami VA or veterans hospital – could also have been Jackson, but was suggested latter on
that was Miami VA), I was conditioned on operation table with what could be immediate lobotomy
procedure if not accepting multiculturalism as a way of life. Yo will either date and accept in life
“minorities” or we will lobotomize you right here and now. United Nations have afterwards frequently
send in my wife's store in Miami downtown minorities(not only minorities, but also garbage from
Scandinavia etc.) to threaten me – remind what can happen at any time if not sticking to “agreement”.
US Government have setup situations during which I have met lobotomized people in real time to
indirectly suggest me what can happen to me as well.

22) US Government have threatened me use what likely would be drones if I would ever dare to
speak the truth about America elsewhere(they had Europe on their mind and were not shy to suggest
me that plane engine could land even in our living room). During Obama's drone debates on weather
those could be used a swell against US Citizens, sure enough I had helicopters flying above the house
in Slovenia night and day(so low that you couldn't ever yourself talking). It went on like this till I have
video recorded them and have posted video online. https://goo.gl/KrRhKU

23) The right to lodging of free choice was denied to me to me on both continents, and during
total persecution(no right to employment or any government assistance of any kind) across the EU and
USA, I was compelled into stay with people from United Nations or pro American agents in low budget
hostels. Those have damaged me on every step of the way(it was like that already in 2009/2010 and
have again repeated in 2017). They have cut my brand new luggage(and backpacks) which have as a
result fallen apart in record short period of time, shoes, clothing and have cause damage to other
property. This agents of which many were even involved earlier in above mentioned abductions, were
very familiarized with my blogs and have imitated my situation with imaginary situations from
what they claimed was their own life while acting as stupid...thus indirectly suggesting me insanity.
They would further threaten me with video clips(Swedish United Nations' individual who was involved
in abductions, but would stay with me in hostel for months under pretense that he is a seasonal
carpenter worker in Norway would consonantly play me in Norway clip from Napoleon “They're
Coming to Take Me Away, Ha-Haaa!”...this types of harassment/intimidations/threats from United
Nations and US Government repeated over and over again on many different locations...actors changed
roles, but tactics were pretty much the same. United Nations is almost entirely owned by United States
of America which contributes to UN on yearly bases as much as 185 other countries combine(over
3bln. Per year). United Nations is a murderous agency and not human rights agency. United Nations'
job is murder white people(specially like myself who resists white genocide implemented on us via UN
on behalf of ZIONIST USA) and not protect what they claim are human rights. Just see what they do
with white South African minority as an example. http://ausertimes.blogspot.com.by/2017/04/mybrand-newtwo-days-old-and-used-only.html

24) When applying for political asylum in Hungary(2017), I was compelled in low budget hostel
lodging even in hostels owned by CIA where I would be abused by American CIA operatives.
Abuse went on and it appeared that abduction to Israel was about to take place in Budapest as well. See
the police report for details. CIA have failed to steal money for lodging from me, but police in
Budapest failed to assist me when I requested assistance from one, so again a lot of money was stolen
from me for paid lodging on another location related to Israel(Mossad – Comebackpackers). They
solicited(lured me) me in use of drugs in Budapest which were totally available and much more. This

were again people who were previously involved in abductions and very same locations were used
where MKULRAS took place. United Nations were present all along during this operations just as the
case was with my private life when in USA or anywhere throughout European Union. United Nations
cooperated(collaborated) and performed on behalf of US Government against me.
http://ausertimes.blogspot.com.by/2017/04/urgency-israel-trying-to-hijack-me-and.html
Almost hijacked police totally ignores my calls for help in Budapest !!????
http://ausertimes.blogspot.com.by/2017/04/hungarian-government-sends-me-in-cia.html
Hungarian government sends me in CIA hostels where previously tortured...

25) Slovenia which have engaged in what you read here(have physically tortured me to highest
degree possible for decades and have denied me the right to be alive via forced unemployment – one
have also exercise hard core assassination attempts as explained in continuation), have gone as far as
branding me with mental disease such as paranoid schizophrenia for which no actual
symptoms(signs of one) were ever pointed out or indicated either to me or parents(I have challenged
them on numerous occasions with this issue, but no answer was ever given by either psychiatrists or
highly qualified/educated nurses when those paid visitations to home).

26) Slovenia have declined me the right to second opinion from psychiatrist professional when
forcefully hospitalized in 2012(have never had the right to one despite my requesting for one on
numerous occasions).

27) Upon Forced hospitalization in 2012, Slovenia have conducted psychological evaluations on
me(incl. Rorschach test) which have indicated that I do not suffer from any mental disease or issues,
but have instead ignored test results and have insisted on keeping me locked on department for close
supervision for entire 4 months(unheard off and workers were confused – didn't know why and
additional 8 months of mental incarceration followed in open department) and have stated totally bogus
story about me when court was summoned to meet me behind walls of mental institution in
Ljubljana(one week or so after hospitalization).

28) State lawyers which were designated to represent me due to hospitalization and what have
turned into obligatory per state terror visitations(would have to meet with psychiatrists every month
where severely intimidated and terrorized – have brought my mom even in tears due to fear that she
endured when visiting this maniacs who were not interested in what she or I had to say or what should
have been in case of mental disease a therapy, but have instead repeatedly suggested worsening of non
existing “disease” and urge new hospitalization – my smile and proper attitude were met with
seriousity and exactly what you read here) have represented state against me and not me against
state.

29) Slovenian psychiatrists have brought me on brink of death when hospitalized no less than three
times with over medications. It was necessary to revive me from what would be certain otherwise death

no less than three times(I already begun to sleep straight for 24 hours when they begun to insist on
exercise and reduction of drugs)...

30) Slovenian free legal aid was not only not available to me(they have repeatedly decline me the
right to one), but one was used to even psychologically torment me. Never given, but used to torment
me.
http://ausertimes.blogspot.com.by/2017/02/teaser-united-nations-denie-me-yet.html

31) Psychiatrist Prokselj who have tormented me(on each and every visitation as described above)
have at one point summoned ambulance for second hospitalization after I have begun to threatened her
in the face with police and I was hospitalized for another 6 or 8 months...

32) Court letters failed to arrive at my home when state didn't want me to appear at court and as
result state prolenghtened itself case(supervision) against me as pleased. If lawyers who were selected
to represent me didn't act against me on court(those have openly suggested me that there is nothing I
can do against state and one of them even begun to suggest how even that if I did acted violently, state
shouldn't violate my rights so severely etc. - not only that I never did acted violently and that no proofs
ever existed that could point out violence in my case, but I was now branded by lawyer who
supposedly have represented me on court as violent...all lawyers who represented me on behalf of the
state have demanded for me to agree with them and comply with the state).

33) Court have on

behalf of hospital suggested that I am extremely dangerous and could place at any
time at risk life of my own or lives of other !!! The truth is that I never ever was charged with a single
crime in my life time(I have super clean background and this worldwide despite everything I was
subjected too) and not that I would place others life at risk...I have never ever exercised a suicide
option in my life, but did have second thought about life after Slovenia have branded me as a paranoid
schizophrenic...they take your everything away from you(from career, education, family etc.) and brand
you in your best years even as a mentally ill man(and torture yo and insist on forced medications that
cause even pain in your sexual organs – dizziness in the head and urge for extra food – block you from
exercising regular) is a but too much at age 40...I have never ever disclosed anyone anything about
what is written here and therefore were no grounds to torture me and claim that I am contemplating
either a suicide or hurt someone else...INSANE = SLOVENIA

---SLOVENIA ALSO CLAIMS ABOVE THAT I BELIVE THAT I HAVE CHIPS ETC.
IMPLANTED IN MY HEAD – IT IS A MALICIOUS LIE !!! AFTER FINALLY RENTGEN
SCAN(EXAMINATION) WAS PERFORMED ON ME IN 2012 DURING HOSPITALISATION, I
HAVE NEVER EVER MENTIONED AGAIN ANYTHING ABOUT CHIPS ETC...READ BELLOW
WHAT THE TRUTH IS ABOUT CHIPS(recording at 1 hour and 45 minute
http://www.renegadebroadcasting.com/firestarter-radio-man-institutionalized-racism-4-19-16/ ) ...
---ABOVE IS SUGGESTED THAT I HAVE INSULTED FATHER FOR HIS 80TH
BIRTHDAY...FACT IS THAT THIS MAN RUINED MY ENTIRE LIFE AND NOT A SINGLE
BIRTHDAY PARTY !!! SECOND, Mitja Weber(sister's daughter husband) was not only involved in
overseas abductions(torture), but have also insulted me 24/7 already since 2006 face to face
http://www.rtvslo.si/blog/avsec_bo-tjan/petnajsti-del-2008-between-life-and-truth-it-s-a-free-world-byavsec-bostjan/23723 INSULTS LIKE THIS WENT ON TILL 2013 OR SO WHEN I FINALLY DID

CAME OUT OF THE ROOM AND WAS READY TO PHYISICALLY BEAT HIM UP(he would
disconnect internet upon every visitation to our residence and would do so even several times during
his single visitation on what he would laugh straight into my face...he did numerous other stuff as
well, but that repeated bullying truly went over my head after being locked without anything but
internet for already 3 years in that little room...keep in mind that it was no different from 2006 to
2008 and then US where unemployed...basically unemployed and without rights of any kind for
already 7 years...) INFRONT OF PARENTS AND SISTER'S DAUGHER(his wife)...HERE IS
WHO INSULTED WHOM AND HOW http://dai.ly/xrpnd9 PAY ALSO ATENTION TO THEIR
SUGESTING HOW THEY KNOW NOTHING ABOUT MY COMPLAINS ABOUT THEM TO
GOVERNMENTS AND HUMAN RIGHTS ORGANISATIONS WHICH I HAVE CONDUCTED
ALREADY FOR 7 YEARS(and my mom kept suggesting me on the side FOR YEARS how this very
same people that you see right there have told her about the stuff that was posted on my blogs about
them and in my complains against them etc....but they know nothing as you see on video about my
complains against them and this is not even my home according to them...I am nobody and nothing
who doesn't even live there for asking them to leave....THEY COULD EASILY RELOCATE TO
KITCHEN AREA OR OTHER PARTS OF THE HUGE OVER 10.000 METERS SQUARE
PROPERTY SINCE THEIR VISTATION WERE DAILY/FREQUENT THERE, BUT NO...THEY
JUST HAVE TO BEGUN TO PROVOCATE/CHALLANGE INSTEAD...I have never ever
interrupted anybody elsewhere, but its summer time with +25 degree Celsius temperatures and I
have no air condition...and whith window open, I have this dorks right under...hear them
yourself.....they have many options including restaurants or their houses and I have NONE !!! NOT
THERE TO AVOID CONFLICTS, BUT TO INFLATE THEM !!! THEY KNOW NOTHING
ABOUT ME...I GUESS POLICE HAVEN'T TOLD THEM ANYTHING ABOUT ANYTHING
WHEN I COMPLAINED TO POLICE ABOUT THEM...NOT A SINGLE TIME HAVE I USED
PROFANITY OR DEROGATORY WORD WHEN ADRESSING THEM IN PERSON...I CALLED
THEM NAMES ON THE MOVIE, BUT NEVER EVER IN PERSON – GET TRANLATOR IF
YOU DISBELIVE...I WAS VERY VERY PROFESSIONAL...NO LAWYER COULD DO BETTER
JOB REMOVING THEM FROM SCENE THAN WHAT I HAVE DONE...MESSAGE WAS
SIMPLE, “I AM HERE TO LET YOU KNOW THAT YOU ARE NOT WELCOME HERE ON MY
BEHALF, SO I WOULD LIKE YOU TO LEAVE NOW...THANK YOU”...DONE VERY VERY
PROFESSIONAL ON MY BEHALF...I DIDN'T ARGUE OR GET INTO ANY MIND GAMES
WITH THEM....MESSAGE WAS CLEAR....AND NOBODY FELT THREATENED IN ANY WAY,
YOU CAN SEE THAT VIDEO ENDED BY KOTAR'S WIFE SONJA SUGGESTING WHILE
LAUGHING AT ME I CITE, “RATHER REMOVE YOURSELF NOW” ON WHAT I REPLIED
HER BACK WITH, “I SURE WILL, BUT YOU DID GET MY MESSAGE”...THIS IS HOW IT ALL
ENDS AND AS YOU SEE ABOVE ON GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS IS LIED THYAT I USED
DEROGATORY WORDS AND INSULTS - INAPROPRIATE WORDS THEREFORE...THAT
VISITORS LEFT ON WHAT MY CELEBRATING FATHER WAS DEEPLY HURT AND WAS
DROWNING IN SORROW AND EMOTIONAL PAIN <== DON'T YOU THINK PEOPLE THAT
MISREPRESENTED WORDS LIKE THIS ALONE ON OFFICIAL GOVERNMENT
DOCUMENT AGAINST ONE CAN DRIVE ANYONE INSANE !!???? NEVER MIND WHAT
WAS DONE TO ME BEFORE AND AFTER....JUST READ THIS WORDS OVER AND YOU
WILL GET THE POINT WHO HAVE WRITTEN THEM...THIS ARE NOT ONLY LIES THAT
WERE USED TO LOCK ME UP IN MENTAL HOSPITAL AFTERWARDS, BUT ARE INFLATED
LIES TO UNBEARABLE HIGHTS AGAINST AN TARGETED INDIVIDUAL DESIGNED TO
SHOCK HIM...MY ONLY MISTAKE WAS WATCHING AND IMMITATING ALEX JONES WHAT
AS AN CONSQUENCE HAVE GIVEN ME TOTALLY UNSUITABLE PUBLIC IMAGE...I FELT
AT THE TIME THAT THIS WAS THE WAY TO DEPICT MY CIRCUMSTANCES IF EVER
ACCOMPLISHING ANYTHING WITHIN FIELD OF HUMAN RIGHTS, BUT WAS WRONG...IT

GAVE THEM THE WRONG IDEA ABOUT ME AND TO ME BAD PUBLIC IMAGE...WORDS
SUCH AS , “GYPSY, JEWS” WERE ALSO RATHER POOR CHOICE ON MY BEHALF...)...
THIS “VICTIMS” HAVE HAD LUXURIOUS LIVES INCLUDING MY FATHER WHO HAD
EXPENSIVE HUNTING AND FISHING LICENSES(guns and fishing poles worth thousands of
Dollars, brand new VW cars on every 4 years, property worth over 200.000 Euros and who knows
how much money on th e bank accounts as well as dividends/shares in local pharmaceutical
company...this poor victims would vacation yearly on several occasions with motor homes worth
close to 100.000 Euros etc. and I had nothing left, but old laptop and internet that more often than
not didn't even function because Slovenian internet service providers were performing sadism on me
per government...WHAT KINDS OF VICTIMS !!???? WHO IS VICTIM
HERE !!????)...ACCORDING TO SLOVENIAN LOGIC WHEN COMPARED TO WHAT YOU
READ HERE, IT WAS AUSCHWITZ'S INTERNS(CAMP PRISONERS) WHO WERE
VICTIMIZING(ABUSING) CONCENTRATION GUARDS AND NOT VICE-VERSA...
Weber Mitja and Ursa Golob - My sister's is daughter and her partner. During every meeting with two of them(as much as on daily bases) IN 2006 was
challenging. Mockery and belittlement against me were present continually. Weber introduced himself to me as a Jew on what I was already warned in
Miami, Florida by my ex-wife and as well as co-workers(at that time, but I didn't even knew anything about him - actually, I was looking forward to
our meeting). I was extremely friendly toward him and in return he attempted to humiliate me. According to him in 2006, I was totally without any
education...I was nothing more than poor idiot who can't compare with him on any level.
My politeness officially ended in 2009 when this page was published, however, I have not mention MKULTRAS or CHIPS till almost 2011 because I
had way to may other serious(undesputable) claims that I was capable to use(present to governments) when applying for political asylum across the
Europe(I didn't believe in brain implants till 2012 when neighbor Berger in Slovenia have again begun with his son to insist that I have those
implanted in my head) !!! MKULTRA claim at the time would present fiasco and I could easily jeopardize all other claims with one. NOT MY
CLAIMS, BUT ALLWAYS "LAWS" WERE EVALUATED WHEN THEY "CONSIDERED" ME FOR POTENTIAL POLITICAL ASYLUM
SEEKER...I was never ever even given the right to present my claims other than in Germany and Canada...Canada deliberately delayed what should
have been immediate and Germany refused to assist due to EU "laws"...

Kotar did the same and the “birthday” party(nothing more than sadistic intimidation with which I
didn't agreed with and have therefore stopped one – how would you feel if you had people who insult
you on daily bases party under your window after everything that you have endured in that room for
decades thanks to this people !!???) was right outside under my window !!! ON ABOVE VIDEO TO
WHICH SLOVENIAN GOVERNMENT IS REFERRING TO ON GOVERNMENT DOCUMENT,
YOU CAN CLEARLY SEE THAT I HAVE ONLY ASKED THEM TO LEAVE AND HAVE NOT
INSULTED ANYONE – THEY HOWEVER DID INSULTED ME AND THIS CAN BE SEEN ON
VIDEO ALONE !!!KOTAR'S WIFE GOES AS FAR AS SUGESTING ME(AS SEEN ON VIDEO)
THAT I AM NOBODY AND NOTHING AND DON'T EVEN HAVE THE RIGHT TO BE IN MY
OWN HOME !!!THIS PEOPLE DON'T FEAR ME, THEY INSULT IN THE FACE AND
GOVERNMENT LIES FOR THEM AFTERWARDS AS SEEN ON VIDEO AND ON ABOVE
DOCUMENT !!!
I HAVE NUMEROUS DOCUMENTED(either by government issued paper documents, video
recordings and audio recording proofs) PROOFS THAT YOU ARE SCUM OF THE EARTH AND
THE ONLY THING THEY HAVE ARE YOUR LIES WRITTEN ON PAPER !!! WHERE ARE
THE PROOFS FOR YOR CLAIMS CRIMINALS !!???? WHERE !!!!!!!!!
ALSO REGARDING “FAMILY” AND FRIENDS THAT YOU HAVE JUST SEEN ON
VIDEO...MITJA WEBER IS ABOUT 37/28 YEARS OLD...MY SISTER IS ABOUT 57 YERAS OLD
AND MY MOM IS ALMOST 79 YEARS OLD....JUST ON MAY 13TH, 2017 – I HAVE CALLED
MY MOM FROM VITEBSK TO INFORM HER ABOUT MY SITUATION IN BELARUS AND I
HAVE MANAGED TO AUDIO RECORD HER HOW SHE COMPLAINED TO ME THAT SHE

HAVE TO CUT ALL THE GRASS BY HERSELF SINCE I LEFT FROM SLOVENIA !!! WHERE
IS THE “FAMILY” AND WHERE ARE THE FRIENDS ALL THAT NOW !!???? WHERE IS MY
SISTER WHO RARELY COMES HOME BECAUSE SHE HATES MY “FATHER” AND WHERE
IS 37/38 YEARS OLD SON IN LAW FOR WHOM I WAS TOLD ALLWAYS WHEN IN AMERICA
HOW HE HELPS THEM !!???? ITS ALL AUDIO RECORDED !!! FAMILY AND FRIENDS
ONLY FOR BIRTHDAYS AND WHEN THEY NEED TO F**** ME FOR $$$$(INHARITANCE
PURPOSES) YEAH, BUT OTHERWISE MY MOM TOLD ME WAS TIRED AS HELL !!! ALL
AUDIO RECORDED !!! I AM HAPPILY GONE FROM THERE...I REALIZE VERY MUCH
WHAT WAS DONE TO ME BY SLOVENIAN AND MAERICAN GOVERNMENTS IN
FINANCIAL SENSE IS A CATAROPHY(THEY HAVE ECONOMICALLKY RUINED ME), BUT
KNOW VERY WELL THAT WHEN IT COMES TO FREEDOM ISSUES AS DESCRIBED HERE,
MONEY TRULLY HAS NO VALUE...

HERE IS WHO PHYSICALLY AND NOT ONLY
PSYCHOLOGICALLY HAVE ASSAULTED WHOM !!! THIS IS
WHAT MY MOM DID TO ME ALREADY IN YEAR 2007...SHE AND

EVEN FATHER FELT THEREFORE THREATENED BY ME !!????
HOW !!????? STATE SLOVENIA SUGESTS ABOVE THAT
PSYCHOOGICAL VIOLENCE CANB BE AS SEVER AS PHYSICAL
AND YEAH I AGREE, BUT PHYSICAL VIOLENCE AS SEEN HERE
IS PHYSICALY PROVEN FACT AND A BUNCH OF LIES(not even on
police reports – where are all the police reports since you and daddy
have claimed that I have abused you !!???? Why haven't you made
police reports to police like I did against you and we would meet on court
!!??? YOU CAN'T GO AT ONE POINT AND JUST LOCK
INDIVIDUAL UP IN MENTAL HOSPITAL AND GIVE HIM PAPER
AS SEEN ABOVE PACKED WITH BASELES
LIES/ACCUSATIONS...IT DOESN'T WORK LIKE THAT IN LEGAL
SYSTEMS !!!) TWISTED AGAINST SOMEONE WHO ALREADY
HAVE PRESSED AGAINST YOU CRIMINAL CHARGES ON
DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS
COURTS/ORGANISATIONS AND GOVERNMENS IS NOTHING
MORE THAN A LIE !!!

THE REAL INJURIES OF PHYSICAL ATTACK ON MY BY POOR MOMMY IN 2006/2007 WHEN
35 YEARS OLD...INCIDENT REPORTED TO POLICE(as seen on this police report correspondence
from court in which local government again protects her and others) LIKE ALL OTHER INCIDENTS
AND NOTHING WAS EVER DONE(police have even attempted to hide what you see here – when I
asked them to return me back CD, they refused to do so) !!! AND YES I COMPLAINED AND HAVE
ENQUIRED FOR HELP ALL HUMAN RIGHTS ORGANISATIONS AND GOVERNMETS OUT

THERE, SO IT WAS TIME FOR SLOVENIAN STATE TO COME UP WITH WHAT YOU HAVE
SEEN UP THERE IN 2012...WHAT A DIGRACE !!! LAUGHABLE LIES AND
VIOLENCE/BRUTALITY EVEN FOR ADULTS AS YOU SEE = SLOVENIA

MOTHER HAVE EVEN ADMITTED AND WAS AUDIO
RECORDED AT THE TIME WHEN STATING TO ME
INFRONT OF NURSES(PSYCHITRASTS) THAT SHE LIED
TO POLICE AGAINST ME TO GET ME HOSPITALISED
BECAUSE I REPORTED HER TO POLICE !!! IT WAS MY
SISTER(her daughter and husband of her daughter) , A LOCAL
POLICE, AND KOTAR WHO INCITED HER TO LIE(commit
criminal statements against me) AGAINST ME BECAUSE IT
WOULD BE IN MY AND HER BEST INTEREST(best interest
of everybody to take me away and there is nothing I can do
against state is what I was told over and over again even by
attorneys which Slovenia have selected to defend me on court of
law) !!!

LOCAL NOVO MESTO POLICE HAVE LOST COURT CASE AGAINST ME(BECAUSE POLICE
REFUSED TO ASSIST ME AND HAVE DELAYED INVESTIGATION AND I WAS EVEN
THREATENED IF NOT LEAVING SLOIVENIA WITH HOSPITALISATION AND I HAVE LOST
IN THIS CASE ALONE ABOUT $500 BECAUSE OF THIS VERY POLICE) AND I HAD TO RUN
FOR LIFE FROM SLOVENIA ALREADY IN 2008...OR YOU GO OR WE PLACE YOU BEHIND
WALLS OF MENTAL INSTITUTION :) VERY NICE NO ?
REGARDING CHIPS IMPLANTED IN MY SKULL(HEAD - “LOBANJA”) AND ANDERS
BREIVIK = http://www.renegadebroadcasting.com/firestarter-radio-man-institutionalized-racism-419-16/
SLOVENIA IS MURDEROUS STATE THAT TORTURES SEVERELY AND PLAYS VICTIM
AFTERWARDS(JUST AS SEEN HERE), SO ONE CAN TORTURE EVEN MORE(FORCE PEOPLE
INTO SUICIDES) !!! THIS IS NOT ABOUT GENOCIDE, THIS IS GENOCIDE MULTIPLIED BY
100 X !!! SLOVENIA IS A VERY DANGEROUS STATE THAT TURNS PEOPLE LIKE MYSELF
AGAINST OTHER BEAUTIFUL COUNTRIES LIKE RUSSIA ETC AND IS VERY CAPABLE TO
CAUSE TO CREATE DANGEROUS CONFLICTS WORLDWIDE INCLUDING WW3(I have
heavily campaigned for one due to Slovenia and USA for almost entire life – till 2016 when I realized
what US politics are really all about and who is running them...I never ever would have supported
ZIONIST American aggression on Russia if it was not for Slovenian politics about which you can learn
about here)...SLOVENIA IS EXTREME THREAT TO THE WORLD AND NOT ONLY SLOVENIAN
PEOPLE IN SLOVENIA !!!

AND NOW ABOUT “HELGA” WHO HAVE STALKED ME ACCORDING TO PROFESSIONAL
IDOTS THAT ARE EMPLYED IN A FIELD OF PSYCHITRAY IN SLOVENIA(this are nothing more
than oxygen thiefs and not professionals).
Here name is Helle and I haven't mentioned her to anyone in Slovenia. I have mentioned her only on
internet videos with which Slovenian government was obsessed with. Let me correct Slovenian oxygen
thiefs...Helle was involved in my overseas abductions already in 1998 what brought her to Slovenia
where she have met above mentioned oxygen thiefs. HELLE IN FACT HAVE STALKED ME AGAIN
IN 2010B WHEN I WAS IN NORWAY(She is Norwegian) AND I HAVE EVEN PROPOSED HER
FOR MARRIAGE AT THAT OPPORTUNITY...HELLE WAS/IS ONE OF HIGHEST RAKING
PROFESIONALS WITHIN FILEDS OF GOVERNMENT PSYCHIATRY AND
PSYCHOLOGY(highly trained/qualified Norwegian secret service agent with special international
intelligence clearances which countries have amongst one another due to confidential mutual
agreements). HELLE WORKED WITHIN THESE TWO FIELD IN TOTAL CONFIDENTIALITY
AND WAS TRAINED TO WORK INT HIS TWO PROFESSIONS ALREADY IN CHILDHOOD
BYB HER MOTHER(ex-social worker in Norway for minorities) AND HAVE HAD AT AGE 18
ALREADY MORE KNOWLEDGE ABOUT HEREV MENTIONED SUBJECT THAN MOST
PROFESSIONALS AVE IN LIFE TIME. FROM WHAT I HAVE SEEN WITH MY OWN EYES(she
was not even hiding), SHE WAS EXTREMELLY BUISY BREAKING MY LIFE STORY BEFORE
AND AFTER ABDUCTION IN 1998...SHE LISTED IN ONE DETAILS ABOUT ME FOR WHICH I
WOULDN'T EVEN KNOW ABOUT(we were both about 27/27 years old at the time)...SHE
WORKED HER ALL LIFE WITHIN FIELD OF PSYCHITRAY AND PSYCHOLOGY, BUT HAVE
OBTAINED HER PSYCHOLOGY DIPLOMA FINALLY AT AGE 40+....ITS IS HOW REAL
PROFESSIONAL GOVERNMENT EMPLYEES PERFORM, SO GOVERNMENTS ARE FREE
FROM ANY POTENTIAL LIABLITIES !!! TODAY, HELLE WORKS IN QUIET A SMALL
NORWEGIAN TOWN AND NOBODY KNOWS ANYTHING ABOUT HER PREVIOUS
DEEDS...GOD ONLY KNOWS HOW MANY PEOPLE LIKE MYSELF HAVE SHE GONE
THROUGH WITH PER NORWEGIAN GOVERMENT !!!

HERE IS HER PHOTO !!! THIS IS NOT IMAGINATION, THIS IS REALITY !!! AGAIN...I HAVE
FACTS AND ABOVE MENTIONED OXYGEN THIEFS FROM SLOVENIA WHO ANGER ME
WITH THEIR EXISTANCE HAVE ABSOLUTELY NOTHING BUT LIES !!! Here is the article about

her from 2005 http://www.psykologtidsskriftet.no/index.php?seks_id=296500&a=3

34) Slovenia, USA, Norway, Sweden, Norway, and United Nations have harassed me with idea
that chips and even brain electrodes were implanted in my head via extraordinary abductions for
entire 14 years while declining me the assistance to have head scanned(keeping me on forced
employment and without insurance for 6 years or till they were ready to hospitalize me – then
even my signature was falsified by my mother) !!! http://www.renegadebroadcasting.com/firestarterradio-man-institutionalized-racism-4-19-16/
DESPITE MY DECLINING(REJECTING) THE VIOLENTLY IMPLEMENTED IDEA AGAINST
ME OF HAVING THOSE IMPLANTED IN HEAD FOR ENTIRE 13 YEARS AND SLOVENIAN AS
WELL AS AMERICAN GOVERNMENTS DECLINING ME THE RIGHT TO HAVE HEAD
SCANNED WHEN I REQUESTED FOR SUCH ASSISTANCE, THIS CRIMINALS HAVE
WRITTEN ABOVE EXACTLY WHAT YOU READ AND HAVE TORTURED ME TO DEATH FOR
ALMOST TWO YEARS IN MENTAL HOSPITAL(not to fail to mention years of psychological
torture afterwards at home and forced medications on which they have placed me – when I
masturbated, it was not only painful but also blood even came out of my penis due to medications) !!!
If Slovenian state truly cares about freedom, one will surrender its governing powers to another country
that is capable to perform them on behalf of Slovenian people and I don't mind those to belong even to
Russia !!! Russia would have never ever done this to me or anyone else for that matter !!! No Russian
is hated or ever was hated for being Russian patriot and Russian KGB(if I went to Russia instead of to
US) would have never ever done to me what CIA have performed on me(exactly the opposite – KGB
would have highly awarded/decorated me for love of the homeland...I have never ever felt anything
else for US and Slovenia other than unconditional love, but they betrayed me over and over again) !!!
IF SLOVENIAN STATE CARES ABOUT WHAT THEY CLAIM ARE SLAVIC BROTHERY
NATIONS, ONE SHOULD JUST SURRENDER ITS POWERS TO RUSSIA !!! I don't mind to
integrate in Russia or other Slavic nation(except Serbia) because am very well aware that solution is in
worldwide integration of white nations(in recognition and total support of/for one another worldwide
and not regionalism) and not development of hatred against one another with extreme acts of genocide
against white minority individuals as described here...problem never was with me, Slovenian state is a
problem(A VERY SERIOUS FIASCO – A THREAT TO THE WORLD IS WHAT YOU ARE
SLOVENIA AND I PLEDGE MY LIFE TO TAKE YOU DOWN) !!!

35) Slovenian police and state have had accused me a list of crimes with which I have nothing to do
with. I was hospitalized first, then I was accused of crimes such as that I attempt to exterminate entire
Slovenian nation, that I adore Norwegian killer Anders Breivik, and who knows what else...proofs for
such claims never ever existed and do not exist and when I requested from Novo mesto police which
arrived to Ljubljana's mental hospital to interrogate me one week after forced hospitalization inn 2012
if they can present me with proofs of such claims they didn't have any....they, however, have insisted on
my signing paper that I have never made any such claims on what they have left. BEYOND INSANE.
It wasn't me who have even volunteered to defend Slovenian nation during war for Slovenian
independence(freedom) from Serboslavia(Yugoslavia), it was this exact people from Novo mesto police
who have defended Serbian military aggression on Slovenian nation during war and I was the one who

have strictly condemned Norwegian state sponsored terrorist Aders Breivik's murderous actions I
Utoya and Oslo. He disgraced pro white movement with his actions and have depicted us as murderers
on behalf of Norwegian state(native white Norwegians are as a result of his actions traumatized even
today and his news is repeatedly used by Norwegian media to suppress resistance against forced
multiculturalism in Norway).
IT IS TOTALLY EVIDENT THAT SLOVENIAN GOVERNMENT WAS THE ONE WHO HAVE
WORKED AND WORKS EXTREMELLY HARD TO EXTERMINATE ME !!! MY PROOFS
AGAINST THEM ARE RIGID AND PROOFS FOR THEIR CLAIMS AGAINST ME DO NOT
EXIST !!! If anyone is suffering from paranoia is violent, sick , and sadistic Slovenian state which sees
things that do not exist or have ever existed !!!

36) Slovenian government bombarded me with court citations...totally unfunded(bogus) accusations
with which I have nothing to do with – Slovenian government begun witch hunt me 24/7...judges
begun to decide about issues that I had nothing to do with(never was charged with anything, but was
summoned to court on and on – leters would arive not on weekly bases only, but instead even on every
third day)...I got mountain of letters where same terminology was repeated to me over and over
again(paranoid schizophrenic etc. such and such...) with idea to cause me nervous breakdown and to
somehow even accept diagnose for totally unfunded mental disease in me...they did managed to drive
my mom insane with those letters.

37) Slovenia have used internet(from 2010 to 2017) to torture. My dynamic internet address was
repeatedly assigned very same address what left me vulnerable to censorship systems implemented to
brand individuals as spammers or to trace and destroy my activities on internet. Slovenian internet
providers have repeatedly engaged in reducing internet speed(from 5mbs to kbs) and have blamed such
issues on wireless routers. Slovenian internet providers have frequently disconnected me from
internet(on daily bases and on which occasions those would demand me to visit at nights garage where
I would continue to reset even new routers for hours at the time and even on daily bases) and have
declined to replace existing(modem etc.) broken company's internet equipment for a year...Slovenian
internet providers have repeatedly hacked my computer to crash operating system...

38) American NSA have repeatedly hacked my computer. Slovenian and American governments were
downloading(or have deleted from my computer as pleased) material from my computer...you can see
here how I caught them breaking in my computer via youtube...
http://ausertimes.blogspot.com.by/2017/01/russian-hackers-employed-at-cia-nsa.html

39) American NSA have traced(internet stalked) me also throughout entire Europe when applying for
political asylum in Hungary during 2017...my computer was hacked 24/7 and you can see here what
messaging tapping looks like as well as how hard things were made when desperately video recording
incidents in Budapest...you can see how my computer went gradually blank and windows was about to
totally collapse if I wouldn't take emergency steps to reinstall windows 8(I used refresh option).

40) United Nations attempted to get me murdered in coordinated attack with US Government and
Slovenia. On such and such day I was informed(yet again and for 11th consecutive year on I don't even

know on how many occasions) by United Nations that assistance was declined to me again because I
have not exhausted all legal domestic remedies....
http://ausertimes.blogspot.com.by/2017/03/3-of-3-united-nations-denies-me-yet.html
And I consider THIS http://ausertimes.blogspot.hu/2017/02/united-nations-and-united-states-tryto.html to be a murder attempt !!!
On February the 14th, 2017, Slovenian state again attempted to hospitalize me(probably kill me this
time), but I disappeared in morning hours to Hungary before those have managed to reach home of my
parents that morning. My blog about psychiatrists(previously submitted to UN as a proof of genocide
blog about Slovenian psychiatrists) disappeared from internet within few following days upon my
arrival to Hungary under pretense that someone complained about one(the truth is that all 6 blogs were
deleted by google simultaneously on January 31st, 2017 and for each of those deleted blogs I have
received very same message per how someone have complained about them... deletion of my blog
about Slovenian psychiatrists from internet was followed also by US Government's action during which
US Government have deleted me saved copies of this very blog from my computer's hard drive – thus
leaving without any proofs of anything that I could use to prove what was going on). Google latter
refused to reinstate my blog concerning Slovenian psychiatrists where only original government issued
documents and audio recordings clips were posted and have also declined me the right to upload copy
of one to my computer. This was coordinated attack on me during which surveillance(eaves dropping)
issues were used via my parents. My room in Slovenia was without absolutely any doubts
bugged...there is absolutely no doubt about that, however, the question remains per how(what type of
equipment was used to surveillance me)...my parents, however, have exercised on behalf of Slovenian
state a very disgusting option and that was either removal of surveillance equipment from attic area
during my absence(you can hear what was going on in my room during my absence when I had simple
windows audio recorder turned on) or it might have been that those have deliberately removing stuff at
attic area and poke desk in the room through hole that leads from dinning room area in my room...hole
is used for antennas etc...either way, my public complains about this issue would give Slovenian state
grounds to hospitalize me under pretense that I suffer from paranoia...when it comes to hi tech
surveillance, one can be easily done through variety of gadgets of which one is also computer alone...I
never really cared about being surveillance since I have nothing to hide. Almost all my jobs in US
required from me to face camera when at work(I have had cameras literally pointed in my face on some
posts and really didn't care about it). This was a well coordinated attack on me and continuous denial of
the right to UN's assistance by UN for 11 consecutive years can prove that this last was nothing else
than murder attempt by UN on behalf of US.

41) American Government repeatedly deleted and deletes my presence from the internet...I am very
well known public figure, but not are my view counters and like buttons blocked, my name is
constantly erased from internet and here you can see how(from social media censorship, forums, news
sites where I posted comments and as stated above)...how can UN repeatedly deny assistance for over
11 years to such well known public figure like myself !!??? UN have assisted public figures 100 x less

known than myself who have undergone 5% of what I have gone through and they keep ignoring what
you see here !!????

42) European

Union governments didn't only persecuted as described here on behalf of United States
of America, but have used European Union human rights agencies to frustrate me when asking them for
help over and over again. Human rights agencies exist to make full out of you when you complain
about your existence being violated and to fortify claims of minorities against us in our own countries.
HUMAN RIGHTS AGENCIES ARE A WHITE GENOCIDE SCAM THAT WILL LAST AS LONG
AS WE WILL BE WILLING TO COMPLY WITH ONE. Thats all there is to “human rights” and their
agencies or human rights government branches...

43) Slovenian human rights ombudsman have declined to assist time and again because my
complains were in English.

44) US Government state agencies have heavily discriminated and intimidated me whenever I
complained about employers' violations of my rights. US Government human rights agencies(from
Equal employment to Minnesota's state agency for human rights) have heavily discriminated against
my religion, race, nationality, sexual preferences, the right to work, political views etc...they have done
this time and again. They laughed in my face and have even told me that such agencies exist only to
protect minorities(incl. Jews) and not whites.

45) Slovenian government have sent after me psychiatrists to threaten me with hospitalization already
in 2008 after court have favored me against Slovenian police in Novo mesto. This has as result my
running from Slovenia for life back to US in 2008.

46) Sweden where I have attempted to apply for political asylum in 2010 have even declined to assist
me when I arrived at the hospital at the middle of the night with cracked and disfigured skull after I
suffered in accident because of what they claimed was lack of insurance. What kinds hospital is
this !!????

47) List(chain) of hard core direct and indirect assassination attempts for which 100% proofs exist:
a) Slovenian government retaliates for my reporting one to international institutions: Two weeks after
contacting European Court of Human Rights in 2007, Slovenian state exercises as a retaliation a direct
assassination attempt
http://www.rtvslo.si/blog/avsec_bo-tjan/osemnajsti-del-2008-between-life-and-truth-it-s-a-free-worldby-avsec-bostjan/23810
Weber and others lough(insult and ridicule me) at what could have easy be a certain death !!! I have not
seen or met as malicious(criminally insane) people in person in this world and I was on many places
worldwide....THIS WAS DOCUMENTED IN 2007 AND PUBLISHED IN 2009(not in 2012 etc when
they came out with their bunch of horse shit...) !!! You can see above what Novo mesto police did with
stolen car parts(and with psychiatrists after they have lost court case against me) and make your own

conclusion if Slovenian government as well as family members were involved in this and other plots.

b) Sweden 2010...Swedish hospital declines to provide me IMMEDIATE medical assistance in the
middle of the night after I appear there with fractured head(cracked skulls) due to what they claim was
lack of medical insurance !!! http://dai.ly/xleoj0 (THIS IS UNPRECEDENTED !!!) HOSPITAL
INSTEAD DEMAND ME TO GO HOME(walk several kilometers back home in the middle of the
night) !!! INJURY(CRACK OF THE SKULL) WAS SO SEVERE THAT EVEN TODAY IN 2017(7
years latter) , ONE IS VISIBLE WITH BARE EYE AS I STAND INFRONT OF YOU !!! STRONG
VAINS ON THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE FOREHEAD ARE NOT AS VISIBLE AS ON THE LEFT
SIDE(when young, I was extreme sportsman who have completed daily even 1500 push-ups with
marathons and other exercise...its why those vains are still visible on left side) !!!

c) Sweden 2010...Swedish government sends group of Muslims to assault my heavily injured
head(this Muslim gang uses belts to shred my rear head – very well calculated and trained gang on how
to use those iron belts...the only thing that is targeted is my head) just month after what you read above
have taken place and Swedish police although given a car detailed car description and exact tag number
of the vehicle refuses to arrest potential assassins...they ridiculed me instead http://dai.ly/xleou1
(UNPRECEDENTED)....part 1 http://dai.ly/xleou1

d) American court in Miami dismisses investigation of assassination plot conducted again me by US
Government after Dodge Ram tried to ran into me on the solid green semaphore light !!! They release
wannabe assassin from all liabilities and let him go.....

e) Rider truck assassination attempt in Arizona http://www.rtvslo.si/blog/avsec_bo-tjan/petintridesetidel-2008-between-life-and-truth-it-s-a-free-world-by-avsec-bostjan/24242

TURBO ENGINE HAVE SOMEHOW(ONLY GOD KNOWS WHY) EXPLODED AND I PULLED
TRUCK ON THE SIDE OF THE ROAD...WHEN FLAHSTUFF TOW TRUCK(REPAIR SHOP
MAN) ARRIVED ON SCENE, HE COULDN'T BELIVE WHAT WAS GOING ON(I WAS AGAIN
“LUCKY” AND HAVE SOMEHOW MANAGED TO GOT AWAY WITH IT ALIVE)...TRUCK
STAYED IN FLAGSTAFF FOR MONTH OR EVEN MORE AND I WAS IN MEAN WHILE GIVEN

ANOTHER TRUCK...THIS WAS WITHOUT ANY DOUBT ASSASNIATION ATTEMPT ON
BEHALF OF US GOVERNMENT !!!

f & g assasination attempts...
ELITE GUARD SECURITY AGENCY(entirely Jewish owned)....

THERE WERE MANY OTHER SITUATIONS WHERE I WAS JEOPARDIZED, BUT NOTHING AS
SEVERE AS SEEN HERE !!! this types of employers' conducts toward employee or employees are
totally illegal(criminal) and none of them were punished by US Government even that many of this
violations(as you see) were reported to US Government.

MY CRIME RECORD IS CLEAN AND DOESN'T EXIST
DESPITE EVERYTHING I WAS EXPOSED TO IN NOT ONE,
BUT INSTEAD MANY DIFFERENT COUNTRIES !!! CREDIT
SCORE..EVERYTHING IMMACULATE AND I DEMAND
ABOVE MENTIONED HUMAN RIGHTS
AGENCIES(organizations) AS WELL AS GOVERNMENTS TO

HELD LIABLE ON INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT
FOR THEIR WRONGDOINGS !!! THIS ARE FIRM ACTS OF
GENOCIDE AGAINST ME PERSONALLY BASED ON
RACIAL, SEXUAL, AND ALL OTHER PREFRENCES !!!

